Abstract. Due to computational and storage efficiencies of compact binary codes, hashing has been widely used for large-scale similarity search. Unfortunately, many existing hashing methods based on observed keyword features are not effective for short texts due to the sparseness and shortness. Recently, some researchers try to utilize latent topics of certain granularity to preserve semantic similarity in hash codes beyond keyword matching. However, topics of certain granularity are not adequate to represent the intrinsic semantic information. In this paper, we present a novel unified approach for short text Hashing using Multi-granularity Topics and Tags, dubbed HMTT. In particular, we propose a selection method to choose the optimal multi-granularity topics depending on the type of dataset, and design two distinct hashing strategies to incorporate multi-granularity topics. We also propose a simple and effective method to exploit tags to enhance the similarity of related texts. We carry out extensive experiments on one short text dataset as well as on one normal text dataset. The results demonstrate that our approach is effective and significantly outperforms baselines on several evaluation metrics.
Introduction
With the explosion of social media, numerous short texts become available in a variety of genres, e.g. tweets, instant messages, questions in Question and Answer (Q&A) websites and online advertisements [6] . In order to conduct fast similarity search in those massive datasets, hashing, which tries to learn similarity-preserving binary codes for document representation, has been widely used to accelerate similarity search. Unfortunately, many existing hashing methods based on keyword feature space usually fail to fully preserve the semantic similarity of short texts due to the sparseness of the original feature space. For example, there are three short texts as follows:
d1: "Rafael Nadal missed the Australian Open"; d2: "Roger Federer won Grand Slam title"; d3: "Tiger Woods broke numerous golf records".
Obviously, the hashing methods based on keyword space cannot see the similarity among d1, d2 and d3. In recent years, some researchers seek to address the challenge by latent semantic approach. For example, Wang et al. [12] preserve the semantic similarity of documents in hash codes by fitting the topic distributions, and Xu et al. [14] directly treat the latent topic features as tokens to represent one document for hashing learning. However, topics of certain granularity are not adequate to represent the intrinsic semantic information [4] . As we know, different topic models with pre-defined number of topics can extract different semantic level topics. For example, the topic model with a large number of topics can extract more fine grained topic features, such as "Tennis Open Progress" for d1 and d2, and "Golf Star News" for d3, but fail to construct the semantic relevance of d3 with the other texts, and the topic model with a few topics can extract more coarse grained semantic features, such as "Sport" and "Star" for d1, d2 and d3, but lack distinguishing information and cannot learn the hashing function effectively, As a reasonable assumption, multi-granularity topics are more suitable to preserve semantic similarity and learn hashing function for short text hashing.
On the other hand, tags are not fully utilized in many hashing methods. Actually, in various real-world applications, documents are often associated with multiple tags, which provide useful knowledge in learning effective hash codes [12] . For instance, in Q&A websites, each question has category labels or related tags assigned by its questioner. Another example is microblog, some tweets are labeled by their authors with hashtags in the form of "#keyword". Thus, we should fully exploit the information contained in tags to strengthen the semantic relationship of related texts for hashing learning.
Based on the above observations, this paper proposes a unified short text Hashing using Multi-granularity Topics and Tags, referred as HMTT for simplicity. In HMTT, two different ways are introduced to incorporate multi-granularity topics and tag information for improving short text hashing.
The main contributions of this paper are three-fold: Firstly, a novel unified short text hashing is proposed. To our best knowledge, this is the first time of incorporating multi-granularity topics and tags into a unified hashing approach, and experiments are conducted to verify our assumption that short text hashing can be improved by integrating multi-granularity topics and tags. Secondly, the optimal multi-granularity topics can be selected automatically, i.e., to extract effective latent topic features for hashing learning. The experimental results indicate the optimal multi-granularity topics can achieve better performances, compared with other multi-granularity topics. Finally, two strategies to incorporate multi-granularity topics for short text hashing are designed and compared through extensive experimental evaluations and analyses.
Related Work
Hash-based methods can be mainly divided into two categories. One category is data-oblivious hashing. As the most popular hashing technique, Locality- Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [1] based on random projection has been widely used for similarity search. However, since they are not aware of data distribution, those methods may lead to generate quite inefficient hash codes in practice [16] . Recently, more researchers focus attention on the other category, data-aware hashing, For example, the Spectral Hashing (SpH) [13] generates compact binary codes by forcing the balanced and uncorrelated constraints into the learned codes. Self-Taught Hashing (STH) [18] and Two
Step Hashing (TSH) [9] decompose the learning procedure into two steps: generating binary code and learning hash function, and a supervised version of STH is proposed in [16] denoted as STHs. However, the previous hashing methods, directly working in keyword feature space, usually fail to fully preserve semantic similarity. More recently, Wang et al. [12] proposed a Semantic Hashing using Tags and Topic Modeling (SHTTM). However, the limitations of SHTTM are that: Although the topic distributions are used to preserve the content similarity to generate hash codes, they do not utilize the topics to improve hashing function learning; Even the number of topics must keep consistent with dimensions of hash code, that this assumption is too strict to capture the optimal semantic features for different types of datasets.
Algorithm Description
A unified short text hashing approach HMTT is depicted in Fig. 1 . Given a dataset of n training texts denoted as: X = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n } ∈ R d×n , where d is the dimensionality of the keyword feature. Denote their tags as: t = {t 1 , t 2 , ..., t n } ∈ {0, 1} q×n , where q is the total number of possible tags associated with each text. A tag with label 1 means a text is associated with a certain tag/category, while a tag with label 0 means a missing tag or the text is not associated with that tag/category. The goal of HMTT is to obtain optimal binary codes Y = {y 1 , y 2 , ..., y n } T ∈ {−1, 1} n×l , and a hashing function f :
l , which embeds the query text x q to its binary vector representation y q with l bits. To achieve the similarity-preserving property, we require the similar texts to have similar binary codes in Hamming space. We first select the optimal topic models from the candidate topic models, and extract the multi-granularity
Algorithm 1 The Optimal Topics Selection
Input: n training texts X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} with tags t = {t1, t2, ..., tn}, N candidate topic sets T = {T1, T2, ..., TN } and a specified number M . Output: The optimal topic sets O, and the weight vector µ.
1: Sample a sub-setX with tagst; Initialize µ ← 0, and O ← ∅; 2: for each textx ∈X do 3:
Find nn + (x) and nn − (x); 4:
Update µ(Ti) by Eq. 1; 6: end for 7: end for 8: while size(O) < M do 9: topic features {θ 1 , θ 2 , ..., θ M }. Then the binary codes and hash functions can be learned by integrating multi-granularity topic features and tags. In the second phase which is online, the query text is represented by binary code mapped from the derived hash function, and then the approximate nearest neighbor search is accomplished in Hamming space. All pairs of hash code found within a certain Hamming distance of each other are semantic similar texts.
The main challenges of the idea are that: (1) . How to select the optimal topic models; (2) . How to utilize the tag information efficiently; and (3). How to integrate the multi-granularity topics to preserve semantic similarity. The proposed approach HMTT will be described in detail in the following sections.
Estimate and Select the Optimal Topics
In this work, we straightforwardly obtain a set of candidate topics by pre-defining several different topic numbers of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [3] . After training the topic models, we can draw multi-granularity topic features, corresponding as distributions over the topics, from the candidate topic models.
In order to select the optimal topic models, we should utilize the tag information to evaluate the quality of topics. Inspired by [4, 7] , the selection of optimal topic model sets depends on their capability in helping discriminate short texts without sharing any common tags. We denote N different sets of topics as T = {T 1 , T 2 , ..., T N }. For each entry T i , the probability topics distributions over documents are denoted as θ = p(z|x). The weight vector is µ = {µ(T 1 ), µ(T 2 ), ..., µ(T N )}, where µ(T i ) is the weight indicating the importance of topic set. The purpose is to select the optimal topic sets O = {T 1 , T 2 , ..., T M }. In [4] , Chen et al. evaluate the quality of topics based on two aspects: discrimination and complementarity of the multi-granularity topics. However, how to balance those two aspects is a tricky problem and the latter aspect, complementarity, is easy to introduce noises for preserving similarity. Thus, we propose a simple and effective method directly based on the key idea of Relief [7] as follows: Firstly, a sub-setX = {x 1 ,x 2 , ...,x m } with tagst = {t 1 ,t 2 , ...,t m } is sampled from training dataset, and we find two groups of k nearest neighbors for each textx i : one group is from the texts sharing any common tags (denoted as nn + (x)), and the other from the texts not sharing any common tags (denoted as nn − (x)). Then the weight is updated as follows:
where, D KL is the symmetric Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence:
). After updating the weight vector, we directly select the optimal topic sets O according to the top-M weight values. In summary, the optimal topics selection procedure is depicted in Algorithm 1.
Content Similarity and Tags Preservation
In hashing problem, one key component is how to define the affinity matrix S. Diverse approaches can be applied to construct the similarity matrix. In this paper, we choose cosine function as an example and use the local similarity structure of all text pairs to reconstruct the similarity function as follows:
where NN k (x) represents the set of k-nearest-neighbors of x, and c ij is an confidence coefficient. If two documents x i and x j share any common tag, we set c ij a higher value a. In reverse, the c ij is given a lower value b if two documents x i and x j are not related. The parameters a and b satisfy 1 ≥ a ≥ b > 0. For a particular dataset, the more trustworthy the tags are, the greater difference between a and b we set. In our experiments, we set a = 1 and b = 0.1.
Learning to Hash with Multi-Level Topics
Below, from different perspectives, we propose two strategies to integrate multigranularity topics for improving short text hashing.
Feature-Level Fusion
In order to integrate multi-granularity topics, we here adopt a simple but powerful way to combine observed features and latent features for short text, similar as [10] and [4] , and create a high dimensional vector Ω as:
Algorithm 2 Feature-Level Fusion Procedure
Input: A set of n training texts X with tags t, M optimal topic models O associated with their weight vectorμ. Output: The optimal hash codes Y and the hash function: l linear SVM classifiers.
1: Extract M topic feature sets {θ1, θ2, ..., θM } from the optimal topic models O; 2: Produce the new feature Ω by Eq. 3 and construct confidence matrix S by Eq. 2; 3: Obtain the l-dimensional vectorsỸ by optimizing Eq. 5; where, {θ 1 , θ 2 , ..., θ M } are the optimal topic features, and
We can straightforwardly construct the similarity matrix S by Eq. 2 with the new features Ω of training texts. Similar as Two-Step Hashing (TSH) [9] , we see the binary code generation and hash function learning process as two separate steps. As a special example, Laplacian affinity loss and linear SVM are chosen to solve our problem. In first step, the training hash codes procedure can be formulated as following optimization:
where S ij is the pairwise similarity between documents x i and x j , y i is the hash code for x i , and · F is the Frobenius norm. To satisfy the similarity preservation, we seeks to minimize the quantity, because it incurs a heavy penalty if two similar documents are mapped far away. The problem is relaxed by discarding Y ∈ {−1, 1} n×l , the optimal l-dimensional real-valued vectorỸ can be obtained by solving Laplacian Eigenmaps problem [2] . Then,Ỹ can be converted into binary codes Y via the media vector m = median(Ỹ). In hash function learning step, thinking of each bit y (p) i ∈ {+1, −1} in the binary code as a binary class label for that text, we can train l linear SVM classifiers f (x) = sgn(W T x) to predict the l-bit binary code for any query document x q . Algorithm 2 shows the procedure of this strategy.
Decision-Level Fusion From another perspective, we can treat the optimal multi-granularity topic feature sets {θ 1 , θ 2 , ..., θ M } extracted from short texts as multi-view features. In our situation, there are M -view features:
We take a linear sum of those M -view similarities as follows:
Algorithm 3 Decision-Level Fusion Procedure
Input: A set of n training texts X with tags t, M optimal topic models O and trade-off parameters, C1 and C2. Output: The optimal hash codes Y and a set of linear hash function matricesW.
1: Extract M topic feature sets {θ1, θ2, ..., θM } from the optimal topic models O; 2: Construct a series of confidence matrices {S (1) , S (2) , ..., S (M ) } by Eq. 2 for M feature sets: {θ1, θ2, ..., θM }; 3: Obtain the l-dimensional vectorsỸ andW by optimizing Eq. 7; 4: Generate Y by thresholdingỸ to the median vector m = median(Ỹ); 5: return Hash codes Y and hash function matrix setW;
where, S (k) ij constructed as Eq. 2 is the affinity matrix defined on the k-th view features. By introducing a diagonal n × n matrix D (k) whose entries are given
ij , Eq. 6 can be rewritten as tr(Y 
to infer the hash code for query text x q . The overall objective function is given as follows:
where, C 1 and C 2 are trade-off parameters, tr(·) is the matrix trace function, α = [α 1 , α 2 , ..., α M ] is a combination coefficient vector to balance the outputs from each view features, and a series of linear hash function matrices:
In order to solve this hard optimization problem, we first relax the discrete constraints Y ∈ {−1, 1} n×l , and iteratively optimize one variable with the other two fixed. More detailed optimization procedures of this method can be found in [15] . Different from the former strategy, we do not need to pre-allocate the weight value of each view features, because that the combination coefficient vector α = [α 1 , α 2 , ..., α M ] learned iteratively in the process of optimization can balance the outputs of each view features, and the procedure of this strategy is shown in Algorithm 3.
Complexity Analysis
The training processes including binary code learning and hash function training are always conducted off-line. Thus, our focus of efficiency is on the prediction process. This process of generating hash code for a query text only involves some Gibbs sampling iterations to extract multi-granularity topics {θ 1 , θ 2 , ..., θ M } and dot products in hash function y = sgn(W T x), which can be done in O(rKs + lK). Here, r is the number of Gibbs sampling iterations for topic inference,K is the sum of multi-granularity topic numbers {K 1 , K 2 , ..., K M }, l is the dimensionality of hash code and s denotes the sparsity of the observed keyword features. The values of the parameters above can be regarded as quite small constants. For example, r = 20,K ≈ 100, l ≤ 64 and the average number of sparsity per document s is no more than 100 in our experimental datasets. We can see the major time complexity is the Gibbs sampling for topic inference. In recent works, lots of studies focus to accelerate the topic inference. For example, in Biterm Topic Model (BTM), [5] gives a simplicity and efficient method without Gibbs sampling iterations and the time complexity for topic inference can be reduced to O(Kb), where b is the number of biterms in a query text.
Experiment and Analysis

Dataset and Experimental Settings
We carried out extensive experiments on two publicly available real-world text datasets: one is typical short text dataset, Search Snippets 1 , and another is normal text dataset, 20Newsgroups
2 . The Search Snippets dataset collected by Phan [10] was selected from the results of web search transaction using predefined phrases of 8 different domains. We further filter the stop words and stem the texts. 20139 distinct words, 10059 training texts and 2279 test texts are left, and the average text length is 17.1.
The 20Newsgroups corpus was collected by Lang [8] . We use the popular 'bydate' version which contains 20 categories, 26214 distinct words, 11314 training texts and 7532 test texts, and the average text length is 136.7.
For these datasets, we denote the category labels as tags. For Search Snippets, we use a large-scale corpus [10] crawled from Wikipedia to estimate the topic models, and the original keyword features are directly used for learning the candidate topic models for 20Newsgroups due to the sufficient keyword features. In order to evaluate our method's performance, we compute standard retrieval performance measures: recall and precision, by using each document in the test set as a query to retrieve documents in the training set within a specified Hamming distance. For the original keyword feature space cannot well reflect the semantic similarity of documents, even worse for short text, we simply test if the two documents share any common tag to decide whether a semantic similar text. This methodology is used in SH [11] , STH [18] , CHMIS [15] and SHTTM [12] .
Five alternative hashing methods compared with our proposed approach are STHs [16] , STH [18] , LCH [17] , LSI [11] and SpH [13] . The results of all baseline methods are obtained by the open-source implementation provided on their corresponding author's homepage. In order to distinguish the proposed two strate- gies in our approach, the feature level fusion method is denoted as HMTT-Fea, and the decision level fusion method is named as HMTT-Dec 3 . In our experiments, the candidate topic sets T = {T 10, T 30, T 50, T 70, T 90, T 120, T 150} and the number of the optimal topic sets is fixed to 3. The parameters C 1 and C 2 in Eq. 7 are tuned from {0.1, 1, 10, 100}. The number of nearest neighbors is fixed to 25 when constructing the graph Laplacians in our approach, as well as in the baseline methods, STHs and STH. We evaluate the performance of different methods by varying the number of hashing bits from 4 to 64. For LDA, we used the open-source implementation GibbsLDA 4 , and the hyper-parameters are tuned as α = 0.5, β = 0.01, 1000 iterations of Gibbs sampling for learning, and 20 iterations for topic inference. The results reported are the average over 5 runs.
Results and Analysis
We sample 100 texts for each category with tags information randomly from training dataset and set k in Eq. 1 to 10 to evaluate the quality of topic sets by Algorithm 1. As the number of optimal topic sets is fixed to 3, we get the optimal topic sets O = {T 10, T 30, T 50} for both two datasets coincidentally, and the weight vectorsμ = {3.44, 1.7, 1} for Search Snippets andμ = {1.31, 1.22, 1} for 20Newsgroups. It is noteworthy that the weight values of the topic sets are affected by both the type of dataset and the settings of LDA. Below, a series of experiments are conducted to answer the questions: (1) . How does the proposed approach HMTT compare with other baseline methods; (2) . Whether the optimal multi-granularity topics can outperform single-granularity topics and other multi-granularity topics; (3). Which approach of the two strategies to integrate multi-granularity topics can achieve a better performance. Compared with the existing hashing methods: In this section, we design an improved version of STHs, denoted as STHs-Tag, by replacing the original construction of similarity matrix with the proposed method described in Section 3.2. We remove 60 percent tags randomly from the training dataset to verify the robustness for HMTT-Fea, HMTT-Dec, STHs and STHs-Tag. The precision-recall curves for retrieved examples are reported in Fig. 2 . From these comparison results, we can see that HMTT-Fea and HMTT-Dec significantly outperform other baseline methods on Search Snippets as shown in Fig. 2 (a) . For 20Newsgroups, HMTT-Dec performs close results with STHs-Tag in Fig. 2  (b) . The reasons to explain this problem are that: Firstly, 20Newsgroups as a normal dataset has sufficient original features to learn hash codes so that STHs-Tag based on keyword features works well. Secondly, we directly learn the topic models of 20Newsgroups from the training dataset that result in some restrictions. Furthermore, STHs get a worse performance than STHs-Tag on two datasets. Because STHs uses a complete supervised approach which only utilizes the pairwise similarity of the documents with common tags, that method cannot well deal with the situations that tags are missing or incomplete. In our approach, we extract the optimal multi-granularity topics depending on the type of dataset to learn hash codes and hashing function, and the tags are just utilized to adjust the similarity, which has stronger robustness. In the following experiment sets, we keep the all tags to improve the performance of hashing learning.
Compared with single-granularity and other multi-granularity topic sets: Here, the hashing performances of the optimal multi-granularity topics are compared with single-granularity and other multi-granularity topics. We further evaluate the balance values of the multi-granularity topics by fixing them to 1. In particular, we keep the parametersμ i in Eq. 3 and α i in Eq. 7 to 1 for HMTTFea and HMTT-Dec respectively. The quantitative results on Search Snippets are reported in Table 1 . From the results, we can see that the performances of multi-granularity topics significantly outperform single-granularity topics and the optimal multi-granularity topics achieve a better performance in most situations. We also observe similar results on 20Newsgroups. But due to the limit of space, we select to present the results on the typical short texts dataset Search Snippets.
Compared between the proposed two strategies: Finally, we mainly discuss the performances between the proposed two strategies, HMTT-Fea and HMTT-Dec. In HMTT-Fea, we directly concatenate the multi-granularity topics to produce one feature vector and decompose the hashing learning problem into two separate stages. In HMTT-Dec, the multi-granularity topics extracted from the text content are treated as multi-view features, and we simultaneously learn the hash codes as well as hash function. From the results in Table 1 , we can see that the performances of HMTT-Fea surpass HMTT-Dec on several evaluation metrics. Obviously, the former strategy is more simple and effective for short text hashing in our approach. In summary, no matter in HMTT-Fea or HMTTDec, the experimental results indicate that short text hashing can be improved by integrating multi-granularity topics.
Discussions and Conclusions
Short text hashing is a challenging problem due to the sparseness of text representation. In order to address this challenge, tags and latent topics should be fully and properly utilized to improve hashing learning. Furthermore, it is better to estimate the topic models from an external large-scale corpus and the optimal topics should be selected depending on the type of dataset. This paper uses a simple and effective selection methods based on symmetric KL-divergence of topic distributions, we think that there are many other selection methods worthy of being explored further. Another key issue worthy of research is how to integrate the multi-granularity topics effectively. In this paper, we propose a novel unified hashing approach for short text retrieval. In particular, the optimal multigranularity topics are chosen depending on the type of dataset. We then use the optimal multi-granularity topics to learn hash codes and hashing function on two distinct ways, meanwhile, tags are utilized to enhance the semantic similarity of related texts. Extensive experiments demonstrate that the proposed method can perform better than the competitive methods on two public datasets.
